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Audio povver amplifier design -

6

More on negative feedback and non-linearity distortion - a continuation of part 5

by Peter J. Baxandall, B. Sc.(Eng.), F.I.E.E. , F. I.E. R.E.

Part 5 (December issue) discussed the
theory of non-linearity distortion in an
ideal feedback amplifier having a
parabolic forward transfer characteristic,
At~ention is now turned to distortion in
circuits using ordinary junction
transistors·, hav~ng exponential transfer
characteristics. The concept of "inverse
distortion" is introduced, leading to a
useful d1stortion theorem.
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THE CIRCUIT USED for obtaining the
experimental results presented below is
shown in Fig. I and is the same as for the
f.e.t. tests in Part 5, except for two small
modifications. The lnF capacitor was
found necessary to prevent highfrequency oscillation when full feedback was applied, and the resistive
attenuator in the base circuit was added
to reduce loop gain, for convenience, to
a similar range of values to that
applying to the f.e.t. version of the
circuit. The measured current gain (f'ldc
or hFt of the transistor used was 580 at.
an lb of lflA.
Throughout the measurements the·
fundamental output voltage was kept
constant at three volts peak. corresponding to a ratio of peak signal current
to direct working current of 0.647 - the
same conditions as for the f.e.t. tests in
Part 5. The results are shown by the
full -line curves in Fig. 2, and exhibit
some fascinating features when
compared with the earlier f.e.t. results.
A great deal of thought. both of a formally analytical and a lso of a more
intuitive t.ype, has been devoted to
trying to understand these features, and
considerable en I igh ten ment has
resulted.
A junction transistor has the great
virtue, at sufficiently low values of
collector current, that it follows in
practice, with high accuracy, the
relationship
qVbe

· / 0 = [0ex~

(1)

where lc is collector current, V be base-

Someumes called btpolar JUO<'Uoo tranSistOrs or
b.J.t. because their operauon tnvolves both polarIties of charge carrier. The usual type of f.c.t. is also
a JUnction device, but it is untpolar because only
one pOlarity of charge carrier is mvolved.
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Fig. I. Circtlit used for distortion measurements.
to-emitter voltage, and the other symbols ar·e constants. (The tendency
always to regard junction transistors as
current-operated devices, and the current gain as the basic parameter for
design purposes, shou ld be most
strongly discouraged, in my opinion.)
- A practical junction transistor would
be expected to follow the above law
much more closely than an f.e.t. would
be expected to follow a paraboJic law. so
that there seem ed good reason for
thinkmg that the c urious wiggles in the
Fig. 2 curves might be theoretically
explicable on the basis of equation I.

I!
Determining transfer
characteristic
For analysis t he circuit may be simplified to that shown in Fig. 3, in which
the transistor is assumed to follow
equation 1. tt may be shown that the
incremental Signal input and output
voltages of the circuit are related by

where q is the electronic charge
(1.60x I0- 19 coulomb) k Boltzmann's .
constant (1.38X 10-2.1 joules/deg C) and
T absolute temperature. To be able to
calculate the harmonics in v ""'when vin
in equation 2 is put equal to V111sinwt, the
relation must be expressed in the form
of a power series: \
V out =a I Von +a2vm2
0 3VIn3

+

+ 04VIn 4 + ...

(3)
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Fig. 2. Measur-ed and calculated results
fot· the Fig. 1 circuit.
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The values of the coefficients a~o a 2, a 3
etc may be found by using Maclaurin's
theorem, which says

'By successively differentiating equation
2 and putting V 10 = 0 in the resultant
expressions, the coefficients may thus
be determined . Unfortunately the
lalgebra rapidly becomes cumbersome,
and being no mathematician, I gave up
after determining the first three coefficients, which are
A

a,= 1-AI3

(4)

1 q
A
a2=2fkT (l-Af3)3

(5)
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In these equation s
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(6)

i3 is positive and

A = -gmR 1., where gm is the transistor
mutual conductance when v 1n = v out = 0

and the collector current is ldc·
Determining the harmonics
Knowing the value of v 1, ( = V1nsinwt), as
a function of the amount of feedback in
use, for the output level of 3V peak
adopted, the outpu t harmonic magnitudes may be calculated from equation 3 on the assumption that only the
square-law term is responsible for the
second harmonic and only t he cubic
term for the third harmonic. Because
the output level is large, this simplifying
assumption leads to appreciable,
though not unduly gross, errors. and for
better accuracy the production of some
second harmonic due to the presence of
a fourth-power term needs to be taken
into account. etc. A fairly high output
level was adopted in the experiments to
make the high-order harmonics sufficiently large for straightforward
measurement, i.e. well over 0.0001 %.) ·
The calculated second and thirdharmonic curves a re shown chaindolled in Fig. 2, and lie somewhat below
the measured curves because of the
above simplifying assumption. The reasons for other detailed differences wilf
become apparent later on.
In view of the + and - signs in front
of the terms in equation 6, and on the
supposition that the expressions for a,,,
a 5 etc. will contain even more terms of
both signs, one can at least say that it is
hardly surprising that the measured
curves for the higher-order harmonics
in Fig. 2 are of a more complex type.

Fig. 3. Simplffied version of Fig. 1 with
d.c. bias arrangements omitted.

Alternative approach
The method of analysis presented above
basical ly involves dete rmining the
transfer characteristic for the complete
feedback amplifier. and then calculating the harmonic magnitudes when a
sine-wave input is handled via this
transfer characteristic. The shape of the
overall transfer characteristic changes
as the amount of feedback is altered.
resulting in the observed variation in
the magnitudes of the various harmonics. It should be emphasized that no
intermodulation concept is involved in
this approach when the input to the
complete circuit is a single sine-wave
signal.
An alternative approach, which is
very helpful in providing further insight, involves thinking simply in terms
of the invariant transfer characteristic
of the forward amplifying device. Intermodulation effects then do have to be
taken into account, for the forward
amplifying device receives inputs from
both the sine-wave input signal and also
via the B-network from the amplifier
output, the last-mentioned contribution
containing harmonics which intermodulate with the fundamental and
with each other.
In particular, the second harmonic
and fundamental intermodulate to produce a component at third-harmonic
frequency, and careful consideration of
the waveform polarities involved shows
that this third-harmonic component is
in antiphase with that produced by
straightforward third-harmonic distortion of the fundamental. The null in the
curve for total third-harmonic distortiOn thus occurs when 1he amount ot
feedback is such as to make these
oppositely-phased third-harmonic components of equal magnitude. The fact
that in the measured third-harmonic
curve, a minimum rather than a perfect
null is observed, is believed to be because slight phase errors in the experimental circuit prevented the twothird-harmonic components from being
exactly in antiphase.
A further intermodulation effect is
that the f,u ndamental and third harmonic intermodulate to produce a

second-harmonic cemponent which,
though of considerably smaller magnitude than that produced by straightforward second-harmonic distortion of
the fundamental, nevertheless slightly
modifies the shape of the secondharmonic curve.
The percentage of second harmonic
generated within the transistor, at constant output, is proportional to the
third-harmonic voltage fed back into
the base circuit, but the percentage
output distortion is reduced (1-A j3)
times relative to this by negative feedback. For working conditions to the left
of the null in the third-harmonic curve,
this intermodulation-generated second
'harmonic is in the same phase as that
produced by straightforward secondharmonic distortion. Its magnitude at
the amplifier output. with enough feedback to bring the working point onto
the approximately constant-slope part
of the third-harmonic curve, is such as
to lift the position of the secondharmonic curve by a constant distance,
and the calculated spacing is of the
order shown.
It is instructive to compare the Fig. 2
curves with those of Fig. 7 in Part 5.
There are two basic differences (a) the
f.e.t. curves show no nulls or minima;
and (b) the measured f.e.t. secondharmonic curve does not exhibit the
departure from linearity evident in the
Fig. 2 curve. The reason for (a) above is
believed to be that, for the f.e.t. specimen used, the harmonic-distortiongenerated third-harmonic component
was in phase, rather than in antiphase,
with the component generated by intennodulation. The high-order terms in
the transfer characteristic for a n f.e.t.,
unlike those for a junction transistor,
seem to vary from one specimen to
another - the one used for the Fig. 7
(Part 5) results had been selected for
low third harmonic. lt may well be that
some other speciments would give
curves with nulls, but this has not been
investigated.
The reason for difference (b) above
is simply that the signal level was too
low to make the effect noticeable.
Though the f.e.t. and the junction transistor were both worked at the same
ratio of peak signal to direct working
current, the f.e.t., because of its different type of transfer characteristic,
gave less second-harmonic distortion in
the absence of feed-back - see equations 16 and 17 in Part 5. On turning up
the signal level in the f.e.t. circuit for 4V
rather than 3V peak output, an
appreciable departure of the second-·
harmonic curve from linearity was
observed.

High-feedback theory
It is a characteristic of the Fig. i curves
that all their complex features disappear when enough feedback is applied,
and this fact suggests that maybe the
high-feedback parts of the curves at the
left could be calculated in a manner
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devoid of the above complications. This
indeed turns out to be the case, and it is
thought that appreciation of this fact is
of considerable engineering va lue. for in
the majority of practical applications
one is really only interested in the performance with plenty of feedback
applied.
Any amplifier, without feedback, can
in principle be made Lo give a perfectly
sinusoidal output voltage. at a specified
level, by feeding an appropriately distorted waveform lO its input. With
negative feedback applied, this same
totally undistorted output voltage can
be maintained if V 111 (Fig. 4) is arranged
to contain the necessary distorted error
voltage, as above, plus some extra fundamental to cancel the fundamental
being injected negatively into the input
circuit via the 13-network. (With undistorted output, the feedback voltage is.
of course, a lso perfectly sinusoidal.)
Thus, as f3 is increased, V 10 has to supply
a constant-amplitude harmonic spectrum plus an increased amount of
fundamental. The magnitude of the
required fundamental in put. for the
specified constant output voltage V ""
is given by the usual feedback formula.

which for the present purpose is more
conveniently arranged as

Since the harmonic part of the input is
quite constant, the percentage input
d1stortion is inversely proportional to
the amount of fundam ental input voltage, i.e. it is proportional at 11(1-A~).
and this applies at every harmonic
frequency. It also applies whether the
amount of feedback is large or small.
It is thus seen that the distortion
situat1on for a feedback amplifier is
really very much simpler when viewed
on this basis of percentage input distortion for a pure output, than when considered on the more usual basis of the
output distortion for a pure sinusoidal
mpul. At this point the reader may well
object that, while it may indeed be
easier to consider the feedback
mechanism on this basis, the concept is
artifiCial and not related to the way
amplifiers are used in practice. The
utility of the approach. however, hes in
the fact that, provided there IS plenty of
feedback, the distortions become prac·
tically 1dentical whether expressed on a
dislorled-inpu t/pure-ou tput basis. or
on the usual distorted ·O \.!Lput/pureinput basis. Thus if the percentage
distortion with no feedback is calculated on a pure-output/distorted input
basis - which turns out to be relatively
easy -then the distortion with p lenty of
feedback applied, expressed m the customary manner, is equal to the justmentioned no-feedback percentage
divided by (1-A~). the output level
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being kept constant. This appties both
to total harmonic distortion a nd also to
all individual harmonics of practical
significance, provided only that the
amount of feedback is sufficiently large.
For the work!ng conditions relevant lo
Fig. 2, or Fig. 7 of Part 5, it is evident that
20 to 26dB of feedback would be "sufficienlly large."
It is now necessary to justify lhe
statement that the distortion with
plenty of feedback is practically the
same whether expressed on a distortedinput/pure-output basis, or on a
distorted-output/pure-input basis. With
reference to fig. 4, consider the state of
affa irs when V 111 is of pure s ine
waveform, suitably adjusted in magnitude to maintain a constant output
voltage no matter how much feedback
there is. With no feedback, V' will be
equal tO V,0 and Will be sinusoidal, V 011,
being highly distorted. As the amount of
feedback is increased, v out becomes'
more and more nearly sinusoidal, which
requires that the V' waveform must
approx•mate more and more closely
to that specific highly-distorted
waveform, characteristic of the p ar ticular forward amp lifier, which will
make it deliver a perfectly sinuso idal
output. The whole of the distortion in V'
- call it V d•>~ - is supplied from the
f3·network, since V ., is pure. When the
amount of feedback is large, the fundamental output from the B-network,
injected into the input circuit, is very
nearly equal in magnitude to V,.. Hence
the percentage dtstortion in the output
from the [3-network, and therefore also
in the amplifier output voltage, which
feeds the f3 -network, is very nearly
( vcl,,l v..,) x foo%. lf now, with this
large amount of leedback applied, a
silght harmonic content is introduced
imo the V 10 waveform so as to make the
output perfectly sinuso1dal, ne1ther the
magnitude of V ,, nor the harmonic
content of the V' waveform, will change
by more than a u ny amount. so that the
distortion will still he given quite closely
by (Vuos/ V, 11 ) X 100'1<>. Thus the larger the
amount of feedback, the more nearly
does the pet•centage oulput distortion
fo r pure input become equal to the
percentage inplll distortion for pure
output.
Another argument to support the
statement that the percentage distortions. with a large amount of feedback
applied, are VIrtually the same when
expressed on either basis mentioned
above. is as follows. Referri"ng to Fig. 4
again, suppose V '" contains the
necessary harmonics to make V ""' perfectly sinusoidal. Now, with these input
harmonics still present, imagine that we
add a further scL of input harmonics,
each of equal magnitude to, and in
antiphase with, the corresponding harmonic already there. The result will be
to cancel all the input harmonics. but
introduce harmonics into V nw l f the
harmonics thus introduced into V ""'are
simply the result of the faithful
amplification of the additional set of
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Fig. 4 Ba!;rc feedback amplifier

configuration.

harmonics fed in, then it follows that
the percentage distortions must be the
same whether considered on a distortionless mput or a distortion less output
basis. Whether this is nearly enough
the case for practical purposes depends
on how low is the intermodulation
distortion introduced by the complete
feedback amplifier when fed with these
small-amplitude additional input harmonics in the presence of a large fundamental input, and clearly the more
feedback there is, the less srgnificant
will be any "false harmonics" introduced by intermodulation - intermodulation between the fundamental
and the second harmonic might introduce some third harmonic, for example.
Thus, once again, the conclusion is
reached that, provided there is enough
feedback, harmonic-distortion percentages will be very nearly the same
whether expressed on the normal pureinput basis, or on the inverse basis of'
input distortion for pure output.

A distortion theorem
Tl1e 1deas discussed- above may be for·
mulated as a distortion theorem, applicable to total and to individualharmonic distortion:
"The percentage harmon1c distortion
in the output of an amplifier having a
large amount of feedback and a sinewave input, is very nearly equal to the
percentage input distortion for distortion less o u tput without feedback,
divided by (1-A~)."
The usefulness of this theorem is
dependent on knowing the mput
distortion required to give distortion less
output without feedback, for common
amplifying devices and circuits, but
fortunately the theory required is
relatively simple. Such distortion can be
termed "inverse distortion. ·•

Junction transistor
distortion theory

inverse-

A sim ple single-ended junctiontransistor stage will be considered first,
the transistor being assumed to follow
equation l. When V t>e is such as to cause
lc to vary sinusoidally,
(7)
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in which V be has the appropriate special
waveform which it is desired to find.
When fesinwt passes instantaneously
through zero
qV6c

(8)

I«=I 0exp kT

(11)

where i 0 is the instantaneous signal
component of collector current and Ide
the collector current when V,.,sinwt = 0.
This time the required matematical fact
is that

where V de is the value of V be required to

establish the mean collector current

Ide

in the absence of a signal input. Equation 7 may be written

1ogc[Idc+lT0sinwtl =
'

Table 3. Theoretical input distortion for
pure output for general parabolic device.
and f.e.t. without feedback.

which gives

qVbe

Harmonic

kT

(>

numbor

from w)lich may be derived
1
vbe=-kT[ log.-f-+1og.(J
q

l(q)3".
sin wt
6 kT '"

I

+- -

1 .
+f-smwt)
(9)

0

de

V

3

( 12)

The harmonic percentages may then be
evaluated on the same basis as for Table
I. as functions of both
and l/Ide·
since

v,n

so that equation 9 becomes
Vbe=V«+kTiogc(l +!s,sinwt)
q
ld<

1

kT
V 1n = - X A

Ide

q

We now use the fact that
log.(l +x)=x-x 2 12+x3f3-x~/4+ . . .

Substituting this in equation 12 gives

"

....

which leads to

I .
1 ([ J2sm
. 2wt+
-i 0 =-smwt+-

Vbe=Vd0 + kT
- [ - l - sinwt-\12 (- f ·)2sin 2wt
q 1de
I de

1

Ide Ide

,dl._)\in1wt+

+V3 (_I_ )\in3:t- 1
rde
Vdo

(10)

On the assumption thati'lldc is-;ot so
large that, for example, the second harmonic generated by the sin1 wt term is
large enough to cause serious error,
equation 10 yields harmonic percentages.
as given in the middle column of Table
I. Since g 01 =qldr/I~T and f=g.,V10 , we
may replace II ld,· by q 1 ~~ T. At 290 K,
which is approximately relevant to
low-level stages at least. kT! q is 25mV.
These facts enable the results in the
right-hand column of Table I to be
calculated.

v,.

Table 1. Theoretical input distortion percentages for pure sinusoidal output from
ideal junction transistor without feedback.
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Table 2. Theoretical output distortion percentages for pure sinusoidal input voltage
to ideal junction transistor without teedback.
Harmonic
number

fHstonion
(%)
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Comparison with "normal"
distortion
It is instructive to compare the Table 1
results with those giving the output
distortion for an ideal sine-wavedriven junction transistor without
feedback. Referring to equation I, put
V,,..=Vd,+ V ,.~•nwl. where Vdc iS a direct
bias voltage. This leads to

Distortion ( O/o ),
alternative formulae
for 290 K( If,. in mV)

6 67 X 10

v' .•
.JC 2

3.33 x , o - ~v::,
1.33 x

4

to-'v,:
10

5
6

4,44 X 1 0-

10 li o~",
1

.. (13)

From equations 12 and 13 have been
calculated the res ults g iven in Table 2.
As before it is assumed that ft 1110 is small
enough to ensure that a negligible portion of the total seco nd -harmonic
generated arises from the presence of
the sin 4 wt term, etc. However. since the
terms in equation 10 fall off in magnitude
with increasing order less rapidly than
in equation 13, a given high value of
lll0c causes larger errors in the inversedistortion figures of Table I than it does
under the conditions of Table 2.

Di$t'ort•on ( "/o ).
alternative formulae
for 290K (V 1., in mV)

25(7'/ lrJJ

8 .33(ft i.,J'
3 13(i'l i.J ..

2 ld

3

V "'

Inverse distortion for parabolic
device
For an amplifier having the genera l
parabolic transfer characteristic given
by equation I of Part 5, repeated here as
equation 14, the formulae for input
distortion for pure
Vout =A v'

+ o(A v')2

(14)

sinusoidal output without feedback are

Distortion (pEJrcentage)
General parabolic
de.vice

ldeal -f~e~;.

3

, 2 51~1,, ?
3 .1 ?lf lj,,,) 3

4

O.'J77(1jl,.,j,

5
6

0, ?8(111,.\'

l

3

But from equation 8,

Harmonic
number

given in Table 3, middle column. For an
ideal f.e.t. there is the restriction that
the bottom of the parabola must lie on
the zero-drain-current axis, as shown in
Fig. 4 o.f Part 5, and it then follows that
oV001 may be replaced by •,~(f/ld0), giving
the formulae in the right-hand column
of Table 3. (This substitution may also
be made for o: V001 in Table I of Part 5
when applied to an ideal f.e.t.)

0.342(~ 1,.'")

4
'

Comparing the right-hand column of
Table 3 with the middle column of Table
I, the input harmonics for the f.e.t.. at a
g1ven ft Ide are smaller and decay more
rapidly with increasing order than for a
voltage-driven junction transistor.
However, in many practical feedback
circuits, this apparent disadvantage of
the Junction transistor will be more
than compensated by the fact that1t has
a much higher mutual conductance,
giving a higher feedback loop gain and
thus reducing all significant harmonics
to a lower level than for the f.e.t.
With regard to the f.e.t. investigation
of Pan 5, dividing the figures determined from the right-hand columr:~ of
Table 3 by 100 gives points on the lefthand vertical axis of Fig. 7 in Part 5
which coincide with the intercepts of
the cha in-dotted curves.

Relationship to experimental
results
The distortion theorem formulated
above may be used to calculate quickly
and easily, the approximate output
distortion for a single junction transistor stage having, say, 40dB of feedback,
for ft Ide= 0.647 as used in the experiments w1th the Fig. I circuit. The nofeedback inverse-distortion figures are
determined from the middle column of
Table 1, and are divided by 100 w give
the predicted distortion with feedback.
The values obtained are indicated by
mangles on the left-hand vertical axis
of Fig. 2.
As already explained, the Table I
formulae assume fl Ide is small enough
for the amount of second harmonic
produced by the 4th and 6th power
terms ih the power series to be ignored,
etc. With flldc as high as 0.647, there is.
however, an appreciable error due LO
this cause. Calculation shows that the
amounts of inverse second harmonic
arising from the sin 4wt and sin 6wt terms
in equation 10 are approximately 21%
and 4% of the amount due to the sin 2wt
term. the amounts produced by even
higher-order terms being relatively
negligible. Thus the true secondharmonic figure would be expected to
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be about 26% higher than that calculated from Table 1, the error becoming
rapidly smaller with reduction in signal
level. This more accurate theoretical
prediction is indicated by the upper
arrow at the left of Fig. 2, and ties up
well with the broken-line extrapolation
of the measured curve.
At the zero-feedback end of the Fig. 2
c urves the simple theoretical distortion
values are given by the middle column
of Table 2. for fndc= 0.647, and the
values obtained are indicated by the
triangles on the right-hand vertical axis
of Fig. 2. As already stated, the errors
under the Table 2 conditions, caused by
working at a rather high signal level, are
much less than for Table 1, but there are
other causes of errors to be considered.
Nevertheless, the calculated secondharmonic percentage agrees quite well
with the experimental value. The shape
of the second-harmonic curve can thus
be explained in terms of the increasing
effect of the high-order terms in the
power series as the amount of feedback
is increased - an alternative but equally
sound explanatiOn to that previously
given involving intermodulation within
the forward amplifier.
The theoretical zero-feedback points,
marked by triangles, for harmonics
higher than the second d o not agree
well with the measured values. The
reason for this is believed to be that
when the Fig I circuit is set for
nominally zero feedback, a small but
finite amount of negative feedback is
effectively still in operation, mainly
because o·f the presence of finite resist-
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ance in the base circuit. If this resistance, including rbb'• totals 1.2kQ, and
assuming l3ac or h re of 500, it is equivalent to a resistance of 2.4!2 in the
emitter lead,! causing l /(l-AI3) to be
effectively 0.88 when set for nominally
1.0. To allow for this, the extreme righthand plotted points on all the experimental curves should be moved to
the left to l /(l-A~)=0.88. The effect of
the 2.4Q is negligible because of the
logarithmic scale used in Fig. 2, except
toward the right-hand side of the
curves. With the curves thus shifted to
the left, it seems reasonable to suppose
that continuing the patterns of undulations already established, towards the
l!(l-Af3)= l.O axis, would bring the
curves approximately to the theoretical
values marked by triangles.
When allowance is made for the production of third ha rmonic by the sin 5wt,
sin 7wt and sin9wt terms in equation 10,
the magnitude of the third-harmonic
distortion voltage is increased by
approximately 32%, raising the calculated value to that indicated by the
lower arrow in Fig. 2, which again then
ties up well with the broken-line extrapolation of the measured curve. The
corresponding tedious calculations
have not been done for the 4th, 5th and
6th harmonics, but it seems probable
that they, too, would raise the levels of
che points marked by triangles to give
reasonable agreement with the brokenline, 45°, extrapolations of the measured curves.
There is a further small point which
must now be mentioned. ln Table 2, for

a junction transistor without feedback
driven by a sine-wave voltage. the factor i l l de appears. f is the peak value of
the fundamental current and Ide is the
value of the collector current ac the
moment when the input signal voltage
goes through zero. It would also be the
quiescent current, if the transistor were
operated at fixed bias voltage, and the
mean current with the signal applied
would then be larger than Ide because of
the rectifying action. However, the
mean current is prevented from rising
significantly when the signal is present
in the Fig. 1 circuit, owing to the
virtually-constant current in the 12k0
emitter resisto.r. This results in the
distortion being higher than the simple
theory predicts. The fact that the measured s.econd-harmonic curve goes
through the 16% point predicted by
Table 2 at its top end is thus fortuitous.
The effect just mentioned tends to raise
the level of the point, whereas the fact
that there is a little feedback in action,
even when the control is set for
nominally zero feedback, tends to lower
it. Once there is plenty of feedback in
action both these effects become negligible.
It can thus be concluded generally
that provided plenty of feedback is
assumed right at the beginning, the
more awkward parts of the theory
outlined in this article, though
academically interesting, do not need to
be taken into account for design purposes.
0
(To be continued)

Investigating black holes
The part played by radio and electronics in
studying black holes - those strange phenomena of the universe in which all resistance to gravity seems to have been overcome
- was brought out recently by Professor R.
L F. Boyd, of University College London, in a
contribution to the report of the Science
Research Council for the year 1977-78. He
revealed that scientists at his own university
had been using a unique photon counting
system to study the velocity dispersion of
stars in the giant elliptical active galaxy in
Virgo, and that they had obtained results
pointing to the existence at its centre of a
black hole of more than 10 "times the mass of
the sun. There was here a strong hint that the
mysterious energy source at the heart of
quasars or in lhe highly agitated cores of
Seyfert galaxies could be of the same nature.
Using data from the Ariel V satellite, Leicester University, in collaboration with Sussex University and employing the AngloAustralian Telescope, had identified 15 strong
extragalatic x-ray sources as Seyferts. The
x-ray power output of such sources exceeded
that of a billion suns. Its correlation with
infra-red and optical data showed that it
originated close to the nuclei and was probably due to the collision of electrons of
relativistic energy with low energy photons
(the inverse Compton effect). It also seemed
likely from the form of the spectral energy

distribution that the so far unresolved cosmic
x-ray background was, at least in part, due to
these very active galaxies.
Professor Boyd went on to say that quasars
"whose unimaginably concentrated energy
sources may also be black holes, are important radio objects." The Nuffield Radio Astronomy Laboratory at Manchester University had stud1ed angular structures of radio
sources and, in a collaboration with the USA
using the very long base-line technique, had
found a jet-like feature some 5,000 light years
long extending from the very compact core
of quasar 3Cl47. Strong beaming of energy
from the core to the distant parts of certain
radio galaxies was also suggested by studies
at the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory <It Cambridge University of the radio
galaxy NGC 6251 which was found to have a
very narrow jet 600,000 light years in length.
[n our own galaxy compact objects were also
important, being formed when stars ran out
of nuclear fuel and died - either slowly to
become white dwarfs or violently in supernova explosions whic h led to neutron stars
(of mass comparable to the s un but of
diameter only 10-20 kilometres) or perhaps
sometimes to black holes. The Mullard
observatory. continued Professor Boyd, had
found such an object at the centre of a vast
interstellar shock wave which was a likely
candidate for the core of the star which

exploded there. Manchester University,
using several unique instruments on optical
telescopes, notably the Anglo-Australian
Telescope, had discovered two new supernova remnants and had obtained data of
unequalled quality on structure and motion
O
in the Monoceros remnant.

Technician on PO board
As part of a two-year experiment in indust.rial democracy, a factory technician, Mr
Leonard Willett, has been appointed as a
part-time member of the Post Office Board.
He was nominated by the Post Office Engineering Union. Mr Willett joined the Post
Office in 1935 and the Post Office Engineering lJnion in 1937 and has been a
menber of the union's National Executive
Council since I 967. He became secretary of
the Post Office London Factories Branch of
the union in 1951, secretary of the Factories
Unions Regional Council in 1953 and secre-"
tary of the Factories Council of Post Office
Unions in 1972. Other part-time members of
the PO Board serving till the end of the year
are: Mr Derek Gladwin, Professor Michael
Posner, Mrs J. E. Walsh, Mr Peter Walters
and Lord Winstanley.
O

